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Sofia Richie stars in new campaign for 8 Other Reasons (21)
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Sofia Richie stars in a new campaign for her collaboration with 8 Other Reasons.  The model?s ?Sofia Richie x 8 Other Reasons? is a collection of trend-driven accessories and must-have essentials to wear while enjoying the summer.  Launched exclusively on 8OtherReasons.com, the line is inspired by California summers and Sofia?s personal style.  It features 61 fun, flirty and elevated styles ranging from $17-$229 (USD), including hats, bags and purses, jackets, tops, earrings, necklaces, rings, belts and body chains, anklets and eyewear.  The brand is a celebrity favourite, being worn by stars including Jennifer Lopez, Kylie and Kendall Jenner, Kourtney Kardashian Bella Hadid, Hailey Bieber and Olivia Rodrigo.  Charles Lichaa, Creative Director and CEO of 8 Other Reasons, said: ?Sofia is the quintessential California Girl with an impeccable sense of style appealing to both Gen Z & Y.   ?We celebrate and embrace the essence of ever inner woman - whether she?s beautifully brave hearted, delightfully delicate, or sophisticatedly simple - we unleash every reason behind her expression.  ?Sofia is confident in her style and she wanted to put out pieces that expressed her personal taste.?  *BYLINE MUST CREDIT: 8 Other Reasons/Mega.  16 Jul 2021  Pictured: Sofia Richie in campaign for "Sofia Richie x 8 Other Reasons" collection.  Photo credit: 8 Other Reasons/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Sofia Richie stars in a new campaign for her collaboration with 8 Other Reasons.  The model?s ?Sofia Richie x 8 Other Reasons? is a collection of trend-driven accessories and must-have essentials to wear while enjoying the summer.  Launched exclusively on 8OtherReasons.com, the line is inspired by California summers and Sofia?s personal style.  It features 61 fun, flirty and elevated styles ranging from $17-$229 (USD), including hats, bags and purses, jackets, tops, earrings, necklaces, rings, belts and body chains, anklets and eyewear.  The brand is a celebrity favourite, being worn by stars including Jennifer Lopez, Kylie and Kendall Jenner, Kourtney Kardashian Bella Hadid, Hailey Bieber and Olivia Rodrigo.  Charles Lichaa, Creative Director and CEO of 8 Other Reasons, said: ?Sofia is the quintessential California Girl with an impeccable sense of style appealing to both Gen Z & Y.   ?We celebrate and embrace the essence of ever inner woman - whether she?s beautifully brave hearted, delightfully delicate, or sophisticatedly simple - we unleash every reason behind her expression.  ?Sofia is confident in her style and she wanted to put out pieces that expressed her personal taste.?  *BYLINE MUST CREDIT: 8 Other Reasons/Mega.  16 Jul 2021  Pictured: Sofia Richie in campaign for "Sofia Richie x 8 Other Reasons" collection.  Photo credit: 8 Other Reasons/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Sofia Richie stars in a new campaign for her collaboration with 8 Other Reasons.  The model?s ?Sofia Richie x 8 Other Reasons? is a collection of trend-driven accessories and must-have essentials to wear while enjoying the summer.  Launched exclusively on 8OtherReasons.com, the line is inspired by California summers and Sofia?s personal style.  It features 61 fun, flirty and elevated styles ranging from $17-$229 (USD), including hats, bags and purses, jackets, tops, earrings, necklaces, rings, belts and body chains, anklets and eyewear.  The brand is a celebrity favourite, being worn by stars including Jennifer Lopez, Kylie and Kendall Jenner, Kourtney Kardashian Bella Hadid, Hailey Bieber and Olivia Rodrigo.  Charles Lichaa, Creative Director and CEO of 8 Other Reasons, said: ?Sofia is the quintessential California Girl with an impeccable sense of style appealing to both Gen Z & Y.   ?We celebrate and embrace the essence of ever inner woman - whether she?s beautifully brave hearted, delightfully delicate, or sophisticatedly simple - we unleash every reason behind her expression.  ?Sofia is confident in her style and she wanted to put out pieces that expressed her personal taste.?  *BYLINE MUST CREDIT: 8 Other Reasons/Mega.  16 Jul 2021  Pictured: Sofia Richie in campaign for "Sofia Richie x 8 Other Reasons" collection.  Photo credit: 8 Other Reasons/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Sofia Richie stars in a new campaign for her collaboration with 8 Other Reasons.  The model?s ?Sofia Richie x 8 Other Reasons? is a collection of trend-driven accessories and must-have essentials to wear while enjoying the summer.  Launched exclusively on 8OtherReasons.com, the line is inspired by California summers and Sofia?s personal style.  It features 61 fun, flirty and elevated styles ranging from $17-$229 (USD), including hats, bags and purses, jackets, tops, earrings, necklaces, rings, belts and body chains, anklets and eyewear.  The brand is a celebrity favourite, being worn by stars including Jennifer Lopez, Kylie and Kendall Jenner, Kourtney Kardashian Bella Hadid, Hailey Bieber and Olivia Rodrigo.  Charles Lichaa, Creative Director and CEO of 8 Other Reasons, said: ?Sofia is the quintessential California Girl with an impeccable sense of style appealing to both Gen Z & Y.   ?We celebrate and embrace the essence of ever inner woman - whether she?s beautifully brave hearted, delightfully delicate, or sophisticatedly simple - we unleash every reason behind her expression.  ?Sofia is confident in her style and she wanted to put out pieces that expressed her personal taste.?  *BYLINE MUST CREDIT: 8 Other Reasons/Mega.  16 Jul 2021  Pictured: Sofia Richie in campaign for "Sofia Richie x 8 Other Reasons" collection.  Photo credit: 8 Other Reasons/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Sofia Richie stars in a new campaign for her collaboration with 8 Other Reasons.  The model?s ?Sofia Richie x 8 Other Reasons? is a collection of trend-driven accessories and must-have essentials to wear while enjoying the summer.  Launched exclusively on 8OtherReasons.com, the line is inspired by California summers and Sofia?s personal style.  It features 61 fun, flirty and elevated styles ranging from $17-$229 (USD), including hats, bags and purses, jackets, tops, earrings, necklaces, rings, belts and body chains, anklets and eyewear.  The brand is a celebrity favourite, being worn by stars including Jennifer Lopez, Kylie and Kendall Jenner, Kourtney Kardashian Bella Hadid, Hailey Bieber and Olivia Rodrigo.  Charles Lichaa, Creative Director and CEO of 8 Other Reasons, said: ?Sofia is the quintessential California Girl with an impeccable sense of style appealing to both Gen Z & Y.   ?We celebrate and embrace the essence of ever inner woman - whether she?s beautifully brave hearted, delightfully delicate, or sophisticatedly simple - we unleash every reason behind her expression.  ?Sofia is confident in her style and she wanted to put out pieces that expressed her personal taste.?  *BYLINE MUST CREDIT: 8 Other Reasons/Mega.  16 Jul 2021  Pictured: Sofia Richie in campaign for "Sofia Richie x 8 Other Reasons" collection.  Photo credit: 8 Other Reasons/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Sofia Richie stars in a new campaign for her collaboration with 8 Other Reasons.  The model?s ?Sofia Richie x 8 Other Reasons? is a collection of trend-driven accessories and must-have essentials to wear while enjoying the summer.  Launched exclusively on 8OtherReasons.com, the line is inspired by California summers and Sofia?s personal style.  It features 61 fun, flirty and elevated styles ranging from $17-$229 (USD), including hats, bags and purses, jackets, tops, earrings, necklaces, rings, belts and body chains, anklets and eyewear.  The brand is a celebrity favourite, being worn by stars including Jennifer Lopez, Kylie and Kendall Jenner, Kourtney Kardashian Bella Hadid, Hailey Bieber and Olivia Rodrigo.  Charles Lichaa, Creative Director and CEO of 8 Other Reasons, said: ?Sofia is the quintessential California Girl with an impeccable sense of style appealing to both Gen Z & Y.   ?We celebrate and embrace the essence of ever inner woman - whether she?s beautifully brave hearted, delightfully delicate, or sophisticatedly simple - we unleash every reason behind her expression.  ?Sofia is confident in her style and she wanted to put out pieces that expressed her personal taste.?  *BYLINE MUST CREDIT: 8 Other Reasons/Mega.  16 Jul 2021  Pictured: Sofia Richie in campaign for "Sofia Richie x 8 Other Reasons" collection.  Photo credit: 8 Other Reasons/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Sofia Richie stars in a new campaign for her collaboration with 8 Other Reasons.  The model?s ?Sofia Richie x 8 Other Reasons? is a collection of trend-driven accessories and must-have essentials to wear while enjoying the summer.  Launched exclusively on 8OtherReasons.com, the line is inspired by California summers and Sofia?s personal style.  It features 61 fun, flirty and elevated styles ranging from $17-$229 (USD), including hats, bags and purses, jackets, tops, earrings, necklaces, rings, belts and body chains, anklets and eyewear.  The brand is a celebrity favourite, being worn by stars including Jennifer Lopez, Kylie and Kendall Jenner, Kourtney Kardashian Bella Hadid, Hailey Bieber and Olivia Rodrigo.  Charles Lichaa, Creative Director and CEO of 8 Other Reasons, said: ?Sofia is the quintessential California Girl with an impeccable sense of style appealing to both Gen Z & Y.   ?We celebrate and embrace the essence of ever inner woman - whether she?s beautifully brave hearted, delightfully delicate, or sophisticatedly simple - we unleash every reason behind her expression.  ?Sofia is confident in her style and she wanted to put out pieces that expressed her personal taste.?  *BYLINE MUST CREDIT: 8 Other Reasons/Mega.  16 Jul 2021  Pictured: Sofia Richie in campaign for "Sofia Richie x 8 Other Reasons" collection.  Photo credit: 8 Other Reasons/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Sofia Richie stars in a new campaign for her collaboration with 8 Other Reasons.  The model?s ?Sofia Richie x 8 Other Reasons? is a collection of trend-driven accessories and must-have essentials to wear while enjoying the summer.  Launched exclusively on 8OtherReasons.com, the line is inspired by California summers and Sofia?s personal style.  It features 61 fun, flirty and elevated styles ranging from $17-$229 (USD), including hats, bags and purses, jackets, tops, earrings, necklaces, rings, belts and body chains, anklets and eyewear.  The brand is a celebrity favourite, being worn by stars including Jennifer Lopez, Kylie and Kendall Jenner, Kourtney Kardashian Bella Hadid, Hailey Bieber and Olivia Rodrigo.  Charles Lichaa, Creative Director and CEO of 8 Other Reasons, said: ?Sofia is the quintessential California Girl with an impeccable sense of style appealing to both Gen Z & Y.   ?We celebrate and embrace the essence of ever inner woman - whether she?s beautifully brave hearted, delightfully delicate, or sophisticatedly simple - we unleash every reason behind her expression.  ?Sofia is confident in her style and she wanted to put out pieces that expressed her personal taste.?  *BYLINE MUST CREDIT: 8 Other Reasons/Mega.  16 Jul 2021  Pictured: Sofia Richie in campaign for "Sofia Richie x 8 Other Reasons" collection.  Photo credit: 8 Other Reasons/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Sofia Richie stars in a new campaign for her collaboration with 8 Other Reasons.  The model?s ?Sofia Richie x 8 Other Reasons? is a collection of trend-driven accessories and must-have essentials to wear while enjoying the summer.  Launched exclusively on 8OtherReasons.com, the line is inspired by California summers and Sofia?s personal style.  It features 61 fun, flirty and elevated styles ranging from $17-$229 (USD), including hats, bags and purses, jackets, tops, earrings, necklaces, rings, belts and body chains, anklets and eyewear.  The brand is a celebrity favourite, being worn by stars including Jennifer Lopez, Kylie and Kendall Jenner, Kourtney Kardashian Bella Hadid, Hailey Bieber and Olivia Rodrigo.  Charles Lichaa, Creative Director and CEO of 8 Other Reasons, said: ?Sofia is the quintessential California Girl with an impeccable sense of style appealing to both Gen Z & Y.   ?We celebrate and embrace the essence of ever inner woman - whether she?s beautifully brave hearted, delightfully delicate, or sophisticatedly simple - we unleash every reason behind her expression.  ?Sofia is confident in her style and she wanted to put out pieces that expressed her personal taste.?  *BYLINE MUST CREDIT: 8 Other Reasons/Mega.  16 Jul 2021  Pictured: Sofia Richie in campaign for "Sofia Richie x 8 Other Reasons" collection.  Photo credit: 8 Other Reasons/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Sofia Richie stars in a new campaign for her collaboration with 8 Other Reasons.  The model?s ?Sofia Richie x 8 Other Reasons? is a collection of trend-driven accessories and must-have essentials to wear while enjoying the summer.  Launched exclusively on 8OtherReasons.com, the line is inspired by California summers and Sofia?s personal style.  It features 61 fun, flirty and elevated styles ranging from $17-$229 (USD), including hats, bags and purses, jackets, tops, earrings, necklaces, rings, belts and body chains, anklets and eyewear.  The brand is a celebrity favourite, being worn by stars including Jennifer Lopez, Kylie and Kendall Jenner, Kourtney Kardashian Bella Hadid, Hailey Bieber and Olivia Rodrigo.  Charles Lichaa, Creative Director and CEO of 8 Other Reasons, said: ?Sofia is the quintessential California Girl with an impeccable sense of style appealing to both Gen Z & Y.   ?We celebrate and embrace the essence of ever inner woman - whether she?s beautifully brave hearted, delightfully delicate, or sophisticatedly simple - we unleash every reason behind her expression.  ?Sofia is confident in her style and she wanted to put out pieces that expressed her personal taste.?  *BYLINE MUST CREDIT: 8 Other Reasons/Mega.  16 Jul 2021  Pictured: Sofia Richie in campaign for "Sofia Richie x 8 Other Reasons" collection.  Photo credit: 8 Other Reasons/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Sofia Richie stars in a new campaign for her collaboration with 8 Other Reasons.  The model?s ?Sofia Richie x 8 Other Reasons? is a collection of trend-driven accessories and must-have essentials to wear while enjoying the summer.  Launched exclusively on 8OtherReasons.com, the line is inspired by California summers and Sofia?s personal style.  It features 61 fun, flirty and elevated styles ranging from $17-$229 (USD), including hats, bags and purses, jackets, tops, earrings, necklaces, rings, belts and body chains, anklets and eyewear.  The brand is a celebrity favourite, being worn by stars including Jennifer Lopez, Kylie and Kendall Jenner, Kourtney Kardashian Bella Hadid, Hailey Bieber and Olivia Rodrigo.  Charles Lichaa, Creative Director and CEO of 8 Other Reasons, said: ?Sofia is the quintessential California Girl with an impeccable sense of style appealing to both Gen Z & Y.   ?We celebrate and embrace the essence of ever inner woman - whether she?s beautifully brave hearted, delightfully delicate, or sophisticatedly simple - we unleash every reason behind her expression.  ?Sofia is confident in her style and she wanted to put out pieces that expressed her personal taste.?  *BYLINE MUST CREDIT: 8 Other Reasons/Mega.  16 Jul 2021  Pictured: Sofia Richie in campaign for "Sofia Richie x 8 Other Reasons" collection.  Photo credit: 8 Other Reasons/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Sofia Richie stars in a new campaign for her collaboration with 8 Other Reasons.  The model?s ?Sofia Richie x 8 Other Reasons? is a collection of trend-driven accessories and must-have essentials to wear while enjoying the summer.  Launched exclusively on 8OtherReasons.com, the line is inspired by California summers and Sofia?s personal style.  It features 61 fun, flirty and elevated styles ranging from $17-$229 (USD), including hats, bags and purses, jackets, tops, earrings, necklaces, rings, belts and body chains, anklets and eyewear.  The brand is a celebrity favourite, being worn by stars including Jennifer Lopez, Kylie and Kendall Jenner, Kourtney Kardashian Bella Hadid, Hailey Bieber and Olivia Rodrigo.  Charles Lichaa, Creative Director and CEO of 8 Other Reasons, said: ?Sofia is the quintessential California Girl with an impeccable sense of style appealing to both Gen Z & Y.   ?We celebrate and embrace the essence of ever inner woman - whether she?s beautifully brave hearted, delightfully delicate, or sophisticatedly simple - we unleash every reason behind her expression.  ?Sofia is confident in her style and she wanted to put out pieces that expressed her personal taste.?  *BYLINE MUST CREDIT: 8 Other Reasons/Mega.  16 Jul 2021  Pictured: Sofia Richie in campaign for "Sofia Richie x 8 Other Reasons" collection.  Photo credit: 8 Other Reasons/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Sofia Richie stars in a new campaign for her collaboration with 8 Other Reasons.  The model?s ?Sofia Richie x 8 Other Reasons? is a collection of trend-driven accessories and must-have essentials to wear while enjoying the summer.  Launched exclusively on 8OtherReasons.com, the line is inspired by California summers and Sofia?s personal style.  It features 61 fun, flirty and elevated styles ranging from $17-$229 (USD), including hats, bags and purses, jackets, tops, earrings, necklaces, rings, belts and body chains, anklets and eyewear.  The brand is a celebrity favourite, being worn by stars including Jennifer Lopez, Kylie and Kendall Jenner, Kourtney Kardashian Bella Hadid, Hailey Bieber and Olivia Rodrigo.  Charles Lichaa, Creative Director and CEO of 8 Other Reasons, said: ?Sofia is the quintessential California Girl with an impeccable sense of style appealing to both Gen Z & Y.   ?We celebrate and embrace the essence of ever inner woman - whether she?s beautifully brave hearted, delightfully delicate, or sophisticatedly simple - we unleash every reason behind her expression.  ?Sofia is confident in her style and she wanted to put out pieces that expressed her personal taste.?  *BYLINE MUST CREDIT: 8 Other Reasons/Mega.  16 Jul 2021  Pictured: Sofia Richie in campaign for "Sofia Richie x 8 Other Reasons" collection.  Photo credit: 8 Other Reasons/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Sofia Richie stars in a new campaign for her collaboration with 8 Other Reasons.  The model?s ?Sofia Richie x 8 Other Reasons? is a collection of trend-driven accessories and must-have essentials to wear while enjoying the summer.  Launched exclusively on 8OtherReasons.com, the line is inspired by California summers and Sofia?s personal style.  It features 61 fun, flirty and elevated styles ranging from $17-$229 (USD), including hats, bags and purses, jackets, tops, earrings, necklaces, rings, belts and body chains, anklets and eyewear.  The brand is a celebrity favourite, being worn by stars including Jennifer Lopez, Kylie and Kendall Jenner, Kourtney Kardashian Bella Hadid, Hailey Bieber and Olivia Rodrigo.  Charles Lichaa, Creative Director and CEO of 8 Other Reasons, said: ?Sofia is the quintessential California Girl with an impeccable sense of style appealing to both Gen Z & Y.   ?We celebrate and embrace the essence of ever inner woman - whether she?s beautifully brave hearted, delightfully delicate, or sophisticatedly simple - we unleash every reason behind her expression.  ?Sofia is confident in her style and she wanted to put out pieces that expressed her personal taste.?  *BYLINE MUST CREDIT: 8 Other Reasons/Mega.  16 Jul 2021  Pictured: Sofia Richie in campaign for "Sofia Richie x 8 Other Reasons" collection.  Photo credit: 8 Other Reasons/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Sofia Richie stars in a new campaign for her collaboration with 8 Other Reasons.  The model?s ?Sofia Richie x 8 Other Reasons? is a collection of trend-driven accessories and must-have essentials to wear while enjoying the summer.  Launched exclusively on 8OtherReasons.com, the line is inspired by California summers and Sofia?s personal style.  It features 61 fun, flirty and elevated styles ranging from $17-$229 (USD), including hats, bags and purses, jackets, tops, earrings, necklaces, rings, belts and body chains, anklets and eyewear.  The brand is a celebrity favourite, being worn by stars including Jennifer Lopez, Kylie and Kendall Jenner, Kourtney Kardashian Bella Hadid, Hailey Bieber and Olivia Rodrigo.  Charles Lichaa, Creative Director and CEO of 8 Other Reasons, said: ?Sofia is the quintessential California Girl with an impeccable sense of style appealing to both Gen Z & Y.   ?We celebrate and embrace the essence of ever inner woman - whether she?s beautifully brave hearted, delightfully delicate, or sophisticatedly simple - we unleash every reason behind her expression.  ?Sofia is confident in her style and she wanted to put out pieces that expressed her personal taste.?  *BYLINE MUST CREDIT: 8 Other Reasons/Mega.  16 Jul 2021  Pictured: Sofia Richie in campaign for "Sofia Richie x 8 Other Reasons" collection.  Photo credit: 8 Other Reasons/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Sofia Richie stars in a new campaign for her collaboration with 8 Other Reasons.  The model?s ?Sofia Richie x 8 Other Reasons? is a collection of trend-driven accessories and must-have essentials to wear while enjoying the summer.  Launched exclusively on 8OtherReasons.com, the line is inspired by California summers and Sofia?s personal style.  It features 61 fun, flirty and elevated styles ranging from $17-$229 (USD), including hats, bags and purses, jackets, tops, earrings, necklaces, rings, belts and body chains, anklets and eyewear.  The brand is a celebrity favourite, being worn by stars including Jennifer Lopez, Kylie and Kendall Jenner, Kourtney Kardashian Bella Hadid, Hailey Bieber and Olivia Rodrigo.  Charles Lichaa, Creative Director and CEO of 8 Other Reasons, said: ?Sofia is the quintessential California Girl with an impeccable sense of style appealing to both Gen Z & Y.   ?We celebrate and embrace the essence of ever inner woman - whether she?s beautifully brave hearted, delightfully delicate, or sophisticatedly simple - we unleash every reason behind her expression.  ?Sofia is confident in her style and she wanted to put out pieces that expressed her personal taste.?  *BYLINE MUST CREDIT: 8 Other Reasons/Mega.  16 Jul 2021  Pictured: Sofia Richie in campaign for "Sofia Richie x 8 Other Reasons" collection.  Photo credit: 8 Other Reasons/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Sofia Richie stars in a new campaign for her collaboration with 8 Other Reasons.  The model?s ?Sofia Richie x 8 Other Reasons? is a collection of trend-driven accessories and must-have essentials to wear while enjoying the summer.  Launched exclusively on 8OtherReasons.com, the line is inspired by California summers and Sofia?s personal style.  It features 61 fun, flirty and elevated styles ranging from $17-$229 (USD), including hats, bags and purses, jackets, tops, earrings, necklaces, rings, belts and body chains, anklets and eyewear.  The brand is a celebrity favourite, being worn by stars including Jennifer Lopez, Kylie and Kendall Jenner, Kourtney Kardashian Bella Hadid, Hailey Bieber and Olivia Rodrigo.  Charles Lichaa, Creative Director and CEO of 8 Other Reasons, said: ?Sofia is the quintessential California Girl with an impeccable sense of style appealing to both Gen Z & Y.   ?We celebrate and embrace the essence of ever inner woman - whether she?s beautifully brave hearted, delightfully delicate, or sophisticatedly simple - we unleash every reason behind her expression.  ?Sofia is confident in her style and she wanted to put out pieces that expressed her personal taste.?  *BYLINE MUST CREDIT: 8 Other Reasons/Mega.  16 Jul 2021  Pictured: Sofia Richie in campaign for "Sofia Richie x 8 Other Reasons" collection.  Photo credit: 8 Other Reasons/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Sofia Richie stars in a new campaign for her collaboration with 8 Other Reasons.  The model?s ?Sofia Richie x 8 Other Reasons? is a collection of trend-driven accessories and must-have essentials to wear while enjoying the summer.  Launched exclusively on 8OtherReasons.com, the line is inspired by California summers and Sofia?s personal style.  It features 61 fun, flirty and elevated styles ranging from $17-$229 (USD), including hats, bags and purses, jackets, tops, earrings, necklaces, rings, belts and body chains, anklets and eyewear.  The brand is a celebrity favourite, being worn by stars including Jennifer Lopez, Kylie and Kendall Jenner, Kourtney Kardashian Bella Hadid, Hailey Bieber and Olivia Rodrigo.  Charles Lichaa, Creative Director and CEO of 8 Other Reasons, said: ?Sofia is the quintessential California Girl with an impeccable sense of style appealing to both Gen Z & Y.   ?We celebrate and embrace the essence of ever inner woman - whether she?s beautifully brave hearted, delightfully delicate, or sophisticatedly simple - we unleash every reason behind her expression.  ?Sofia is confident in her style and she wanted to put out pieces that expressed her personal taste.?  *BYLINE MUST CREDIT: 8 Other Reasons/Mega.  16 Jul 2021  Pictured: Sofia Richie in campaign for "Sofia Richie x 8 Other Reasons" collection.  Photo credit: 8 Other Reasons/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Sofia Richie stars in a new campaign for her collaboration with 8 Other Reasons.  The model?s ?Sofia Richie x 8 Other Reasons? is a collection of trend-driven accessories and must-have essentials to wear while enjoying the summer.  Launched exclusively on 8OtherReasons.com, the line is inspired by California summers and Sofia?s personal style.  It features 61 fun, flirty and elevated styles ranging from $17-$229 (USD), including hats, bags and purses, jackets, tops, earrings, necklaces, rings, belts and body chains, anklets and eyewear.  The brand is a celebrity favourite, being worn by stars including Jennifer Lopez, Kylie and Kendall Jenner, Kourtney Kardashian Bella Hadid, Hailey Bieber and Olivia Rodrigo.  Charles Lichaa, Creative Director and CEO of 8 Other Reasons, said: ?Sofia is the quintessential California Girl with an impeccable sense of style appealing to both Gen Z & Y.   ?We celebrate and embrace the essence of ever inner woman - whether she?s beautifully brave hearted, delightfully delicate, or sophisticatedly simple - we unleash every reason behind her expression.  ?Sofia is confident in her style and she wanted to put out pieces that expressed her personal taste.?  *BYLINE MUST CREDIT: 8 Other Reasons/Mega.  16 Jul 2021  Pictured: Sofia Richie in campaign for "Sofia Richie x 8 Other Reasons" collection.  Photo credit: 8 Other Reasons/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Sofia Richie stars in a new campaign for her collaboration with 8 Other Reasons.  The model?s ?Sofia Richie x 8 Other Reasons? is a collection of trend-driven accessories and must-have essentials to wear while enjoying the summer.  Launched exclusively on 8OtherReasons.com, the line is inspired by California summers and Sofia?s personal style.  It features 61 fun, flirty and elevated styles ranging from $17-$229 (USD), including hats, bags and purses, jackets, tops, earrings, necklaces, rings, belts and body chains, anklets and eyewear.  The brand is a celebrity favourite, being worn by stars including Jennifer Lopez, Kylie and Kendall Jenner, Kourtney Kardashian Bella Hadid, Hailey Bieber and Olivia Rodrigo.  Charles Lichaa, Creative Director and CEO of 8 Other Reasons, said: ?Sofia is the quintessential California Girl with an impeccable sense of style appealing to both Gen Z & Y.   ?We celebrate and embrace the essence of ever inner woman - whether she?s beautifully brave hearted, delightfully delicate, or sophisticatedly simple - we unleash every reason behind her expression.  ?Sofia is confident in her style and she wanted to put out pieces that expressed her personal taste.?  *BYLINE MUST CREDIT: 8 Other Reasons/Mega.  16 Jul 2021  Pictured: Sofia Richie in campaign for "Sofia Richie x 8 Other Reasons" collection.  Photo credit: 8 Other Reasons/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Sofia Richie stars in a new campaign for her collaboration with 8 Other Reasons.  The model?s ?Sofia Richie x 8 Other Reasons? is a collection of trend-driven accessories and must-have essentials to wear while enjoying the summer.  Launched exclusively on 8OtherReasons.com, the line is inspired by California summers and Sofia?s personal style.  It features 61 fun, flirty and elevated styles ranging from $17-$229 (USD), including hats, bags and purses, jackets, tops, earrings, necklaces, rings, belts and body chains, anklets and eyewear.  The brand is a celebrity favourite, being worn by stars including Jennifer Lopez, Kylie and Kendall Jenner, Kourtney Kardashian Bella Hadid, Hailey Bieber and Olivia Rodrigo.  Charles Lichaa, Creative Director and CEO of 8 Other Reasons, said: ?Sofia is the quintessential California Girl with an impeccable sense of style appealing to both Gen Z & Y.   ?We celebrate and embrace the essence of ever inner woman - whether she?s beautifully brave hearted, delightfully delicate, or sophisticatedly simple - we unleash every reason behind her expression.  ?Sofia is confident in her style and she wanted to put out pieces that expressed her personal taste.?  *BYLINE MUST CREDIT: 8 Other Reasons/Mega.  16 Jul 2021  Pictured: Sofia Richie in campaign for "Sofia Richie x 8 Other Reasons" collection.  Photo credit: 8 Other Reasons/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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